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The Altazar Method is aligned with the new energy paradigm of self-empowerment 
that’s arising in human consciousness. This paradigm is already reaching beyond 
traditional spiritual practices, pushing humanity to evolve new ways of being and 
interacting with Universal / Spiritual Intelligence in co-creative partnership. 
 

 

CLEARING EMOTIONAL TIES ~ INTRODUCTORY NOTES 
 
All of human interactions are relationships of one kind or another. The practice of 
releasing or dissolving emotional ties is about healing your reactions in your 
relationships.  
The practice presented here, and in the associated audio, is evolved from over twenty 
years working as a Holistic Mentor and Energy Facilitator. Despite the apparent 
simplicity of this practice, it’s actually very powerful and can produce dramatic shifts 
overnight. It works primarily by directing your intent and your allowing of Divine 
Intelligence to partner with you. 
There are several fundamental principles to be understood in this process:- 

• Emotional Ties are the reactions and charges you hold on to as a consequence 
of your interactions with others. Consciously these are the feelings and 
interpretations you’re aware of; unconsciously they are the feelings and 
interpretations that others project onto you, which you (also unconsciously) 
accept and take on. 

• All these feelings and interpretations get filed away in your memories as 
associative patterns. They then inform how you relate to a particular person or 
a group of people. 

• These interpretations, feelings, associations and reactions are your emotional 
ties. They tie you to others invisibly. They inform all your relationships, even 
your relationship with yourself. 

• Redundant emotional ties are forms of attachment that disempower you. They 
leach away your energy (your power) and leave you depleted, in many cases 
without you realising what’s happened. 

• Dissolving emotional ties does not throw away people or relationships. 
Dissolving emotional ties respects the path of another as different from yours 
and allows relationships to find an optimised form of expression. 
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• When you dissolve emotional ties it changes you. It changes the configuration 
of your emotional energy. This has an effect beyond you, as the hooks and 
anchors others have been used to are no longer available for them to relate to. 

• Whatever the reaction of others to your shift it’s important to understand that 
they are responsible for their reaction NOT YOU. It’s not uncommon for old 
established patterns to go into crisis as a consequence, because although 
you’ve changed often others will be resistant. Some things they will like and 
some things they won’t – and that’s ok. It’s up to them to choose to change their 
response NOT YOU. 

• Even though you may dissolve an emotional tie with someone it doesn’t mean 
that you can’t form another, which may be just as toxic to you. So you may have 
to repeat the process with people or situations you find difficult. 

• With particularly difficult or intense relationships energy ties may go beyond 
the emotional body. In which case other, deeper, processes may be necessary. 
These are not covered here.  

Processes that function at deeper levels are included in the Empowerment Training 
and Mentoring programmes I provide, see my website www.altazarrossiter.com for 
details. More detailed practices are also provided in my book DEVELOPING SPIRITUAL 
INTELLIGENCE ~ The Power Of You. 
 
 

The Practice 
 
Take your time with this practice. Once you’re familiar with it ideas may come as to 
how you can personalise it, but for the first few times it’s advisable to stick with the 
text as given. 
This is a subtle spiritual energy practice that requires integrity and clear intent. It will 
feel different every time you do it, and with every relationship you apply it to. You 
should not use it casually, if you do the results may surprise you. 
Be clear. You are partnering with Divine Intelligence – the aspect of you that exists 
within and without your physical body. This is a sacred partnership that is largely 
ignored in the mainstream modes of existence we learn to call the real world. It is a 
significant resource. 
However significant, this partnership cannot function unless you allow it. You have to 
invite your Divine Intelligence, and give it permission, to support you. The practice 
presented here provides a safe and effective structure for this to happen. 
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Instructions 
 

It’s a good idea to set up a little ritual with this. Ritual has a value in that it supports 
our intent. It tells us we’re stepping away from what we call the normal everyday 
realm and engaging with something that we consider serious. So ... 

• Set yourself a clear time and space for this practice where you will have privacy 
and can be sure there will be no interruptions (close the door; turn your phone 
off). 

• Have water and tissues to hand. 
• Speak every word of the practice aloud. This is to use your breath - your own 

life-force - as an empowering medium. 
• Speak only the words printed in italics. 
• Stick to the wording provided until you’ve worked with this material a few 

times. 
• Set your own ‘sacred’ space with your intent and with respect. 

 
There are three important stages to the practice. These are presented below: 

Part 1: The Partnership. This gives Divine Intelligence permission to interact 
with you. 
Part 2: The Release. This is your instruction / command for the purpose of this 
particular partnering with Divine Intelligence. 
Part 3: Blessing and Retrieval. This acknowledges that whoever you are 
separating your energies from, whatever the situation, has made a contribution 
to your life experience, even though you may not see the value of it. This part 
also reclaims your energy for yourself.  
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CLEARING AND DISSOLVING REDUNDANT EMOTIONAL TIES  

PART 1:  The Partnership          

 I ... < INSERT YOUR FULL NAME > ...  

... invite and allow Divine Intelligence to partner with me now. 
I call upon the Divine Intelligence I Am, my guides, my guardian angel 

to support and facilitate my intent in this process. 

PART 2:  The Release           

 Divine Intelligence, work with me at every level  – physical, mental, emotional and 
spiritual – and completely release and remove the energies of ... 

< INSERT THE FIRST NAME OF THE PERSON CONCERNED > 
... from every aspect of my being ... particularly ... 

 ... his / her ... FEAR, ANGER, JUDGEMENT, RESENTMENT, CONTROL, 
EXPECTATION, DISAPPOINTMENT, BLAME, GUILT and SHAME 
… and all of his / her projections. 

 Divine Intelligence, now work with ... < INSERT THE FIRST NAME OF THE PERSON 
CONCERNED > ... in the most appropriate way for him / her and completely 
release and remove my energies from every aspect of his / her being ... 
particularly ... 

 ... my ... FEAR, ANGER, JUDGEMENT, RESENTMENT, CONTROL, 
EXPECTATION, DISAPPOINTMENT, BLAME, GUILT and SHAME 
… and all of my projections. 

PART 3:  Blessing and Retrieval          

 Divine Intelligence, TRANSMUTE all of these energies from both of us 
into Divine Love ... and return them to their source NOW. 

Dear < INSERT THE FIRST NAME OF THE PERSON CONCERNED > ... 
... thank you for being in my life. I bless you in the flow of your well-being ... 

... I give you permission to make whatever mistakes you need to make, 
and to follow your own energy, wherever that leads ... 

... And I now claim my energy for myself to follow my path, wherever my heart 
leads, even though that’s different from yours, and you may not like it. 

... And so it is. 
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ABOUT ME 
Altazar Rossiter PhD is a modern mystic with a deeply insightful intuitive ability. He is an 
holistic mentor, energy facilitator and wisdom teacher. He is a pioneer in co-creative 
partnering with Spiritual Intelligence for the new energy paradigm of self-empowerment that’s 
arising in human consciousness. This all combines to make him a gifted facilitator. 

 

Altazar’s fully grounded presence enables master energies to 
work through him to effect deep personal transformation. His 
inclusive organic approach to the human condition integrates 
traditional spiritual practices with new paradigm multi-
dimensional awareness.  
 

Working with Altazar is particularly useful if you’re facing major 
life transitions. He provides a resource that will support you to 
find peace within yourself, to be self-empowered, self-accepting, 
and self-responsible. 
 

Altazar has created a range of innovative training courses which 
he has taught internationally. These include a Working with 
Consciousness Facilitator Training Programme with the Shapers of 

Education Foundation in the Netherlands as well as Transforming Cellular Memory, Life Path 
Reading and Projection in Coaching seminars in the UK. 
 

Altazar taught Reiki for a number of years in Ireland and is a registered facilitator of Louise 
Hay’s You Can Heal Your Life seminar. His written materials have been used by the Zur Institute 
in California and on various other courses around the world. 
 

Altazar has a PhD in Semiotics (Psychoanalytic and Linguistic Theory). He is the author of 
DEVELOPING SPIRITUAL INTELLIGENCE - The Power of You, translated into Dutch as Spirituele 
Intelligentie. He also contributed a chapter to the acclaimed Nine Degrees of Autism. 
 

With a long commercial background as an engineer in the oil and gas industry, he fully 
understands the stresses of life in a challenging corporate environment. He has embraced his 
essential spiritual nature and has personally learned to balance this with living in the modern 
world. 
 

Altazar is blissfully married to his partner of over 20 years, Rionach Aiken. This brilliant 
relationship continues to grow and inform his work, particularly in the area of relationships.  
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